A new approach to the fully self-consistent solution of the one-particle equations in a periodic solid within the 
I. INTRODUCTION The current popularity of energy-band theory stems from its successful application to the study of increasingly diverse problems in solid-state physics. Recent new sophisticated experiments on both tra, ditional materials and those having complex crystallographic structures have demanded, however, not only theoretical descriptions of phenomena related to the one-electron eigenvalue but also detailed and precise uave functions with which to determine the expectation values of different observable operators. Such to the size of the basis set" can be obtained. However, the problem of carrying this type of calculation towards self-consistency still remains a formidable task within the framework of present techniques. It thus seems that although it is possible to obtain reasonable results for the eigenvalues of the local-density one-particle equations within the above-mentioned approximations both for some molecules"" and solids (i.e. , band structures), and accurate evaluation of the predictions of this theory for ground-state functionals of the electron density is still a nontrivial task for state-of-the-art methods in one-electron theory.
In this paper, we describe a new approach to the fully self-consistent (SC) solutions of the oneparticle equations in a periodic solid within the local-density-functional formalism. It is designed and developed to incorporate special features with which to overcome difficulties encountered by other methods. Specifically, as will be shown in detail, the method combines a discrete variational treatment of all potential terms (Coulomb, exchange, and correlation) arising from the superposition of spherical atomiclike overlapping charge densities, with a rapidly convergent threedimensional Fourier-series representation of all the multicenter potential terms that are not expressible by a superposition model. The basis set consists of the accurate numerical valence orbitals obtained from a direct solution of the local-density atomic one-particle equations. To obtain increased va, riational freedom, this basis set is then augmented by virtual (numerical) atomic orbitals, charge-transfer (ion pair) orbitals, and "free" Slater one-site functions. The initial crystal potential consists of a non-muffintin superposition potential, including nongradient free-electron correlation terms ca1.culated beyond the random-phase approximation.
The Hamiltonian The solution of the band problem is repeated until the changes in the Fourier coefficients of 4p(r) in successive iterations are lower than a prescribed tolerance. The calculated quantities include the total crystal ground-state energy, equilibrium lattice constants, electronic pressure, x-ray scattering factors, and directional Compton profile in addition to the one-electron band structure. Section II reviews those elements of the localdensity-functional formalism which are the basis of this work. Section III describes some basic elements (crystal potential, basis functions, and Hamiltonian matrix elements) needed to obtain fully self-consistent solutions by the method discussed in Sec. IV. Of particular concern to us is the question of the role of the usual approximations used to solve the LDF problem -muffin-tin potential, ' ' non-self-consistency' on the groundstate properties of solids. In Sec. V, we present illustrative results of energy-band studies of diamond which are compared with the predictions of other theoretical calculations.
II. LOCALDENSITY-FUNCTIONAL FORMALISM
The Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham" local-density formalism is based on the fundamental theorem that the ground-state properties of an inhomogeneous interacting electron system are functionals of the electron density p(r) and that in the presence of an external potential V, ", (r) the total groundstate energy in its lowest variational state can be written Z(p(v))= f V."()) (t(v)dV+G(p(v) ), where G(p(r)) is a universal functional of p(r) and is independent of the external potential V, ", (r).
This theorem forms the basis of our approach to the electronic structure problem in that it provides an effective one-particle equation relating self-consistently the ground-state wave functions to the energy functionals (i.e. , potential) of the electronic system. Identifying the external potential for a polyatomic system as the electronnuclear and internuclear interactions and varying E(t)(r)) with respect to p(r), one 
where the exchange potential has the well-known form
where «, (p(r)) is the free-electron exchange potential for the local density p(r). 
where «,( p(r)) is the free-electron correlation potential for local density p(r), with x=r, /A,~4vr', = p '(r), C=0.045.
The total exchange and correlation energy is given at this level of approximation by EG&& ))= f .&" )&~. , &~&~)) + -.&p&))&&~. VLa'c(r) , are not approximated by their spherically projected part in our initial crystal potential. The superposition exchange and correlation potentials V"'"'(r)and V'"gQr, respectively, are defined by applying the functionals given in Eqs. (6) and (7) to p'"'(r) . Owing to the nonlinearity of the local exchange and correlation functional with respect to the individual single-site densities p, (r), the initial "superposition" po tential V'"'(r) given by V'"'(r) = Vs~'"(r)+Vf,"gc (r)+ V"'"'(r) + V, '""', (r) (14) is not representable as a lattice sum of one-center atomic potentials and hence even at this "zeroth iteration" stage, Eq. (2) The consequences of these rather drastic approximations on some calculated observables have been discussed previously. '' ' ' As an alternative to these approximations, one might project numerically each of the term in V'"' and p'"'(r) ' ' g e""~y~(r-R -Z ), (16) and [) (a) "Exact" self-consistent LDF numerical orbitals for the occupied and lowest virtual levels of the atoms appearing in the crystal unit cell. (b) Additional "free" uncontracted Slater-type orbitals spanning the virtual space. (c) "ion-pair" charge transfer functions, e.g. , numerical atomic orbitals associated with a negatively and with a postively charged atom.
The "exact" self-consistent (LDF) numerical orbitals are directly calculated by numerical integration of the central-field atomic one-particle equation in the LDF formalism:
[-aV'+g (r)]X. , g(r(f:( Q )) =&. 'gX. , ((r(f. &, Q™) ). (17) In this equation, E", are the atomiclike eigenvalues and g, (r, (f", ,"Qj) denote the atomiclike radial orbitals for level n, l (for atom of type a) that depend parametrically on the prescribed population numbers f", of all N occupied levels in the atom (the m degeneracy in central fields being averaged) and on the net atomic charge Q'. The net atomic charge is simply related to the nuclea, r charge Z and the electronic populations f", by Noc (18) g, (r) = V c,", (r)+ V,"(r}+ V""(r)+A(r), (19) where Vc,", (r), V,"(r),and V""(r) are derived from the total single-site ground-state charge (6) and (7) It is perhaps worth noting that the initial superposition potential employed in our scheme is already approximately self-consistent with respect to the variational numerical basis set used in the crystal calculation, since the latter solves the one-site eigenvalue equation. In other LCAO-type calculations" "' the superposition potential is generally unrelated to the basis set, but rather to an independent atomic model (e.g. , HartreeFock model for the basis functions and a localdensity potential).
The numerical basis set is subsequently optimized nonlinearly in the variational calculation in the solid, by recomputing these orbitals from Eq.
(17) on the basis of a different {f""Q ) set chosen from a charge analysis of the crystalline wave functions throughout the BZ. The basis functions are thus allowed to relax nonlinearly (and iteratively) to the crystal potential, thereby increasing their variational flexibility. Formerly virtual atomic states are thus allowed to become fractionally populated according to their variational participation in the ground-state crystal eigenfunctions and subsequently become much more localized.
The minimal numerical atomiclike basis set forms a very compact and flexible basis, whose quality, as estimated from previous molecular calculations" and from our own experience, is comparable at least to that of a double-zeta Slater set.
In this paper, we use both a minimal (ls, 2s, 2P numerical orbital for second-row atoms) and an extended numerical set (with the addition of 3s, 3P, and 3d numerical orbitals). In (21) is solved, where the Hamiltonian matrix elements are H "q(k)=(4 (karl -&+'+V(r) I@ s(" r)) (22) and the overlap matrix elements S""~(k) = (4 "(k, r) l 4"~(kr)) .
The eigenvalue spectrum e&(k) yields the band structure defined throughout the BZ; however, since they are found strictly from ground-state local-density operators defining V(r), they bear no rigorous relation to elementary excitations in the system.
In order to achieve maximum flexibility in the construction of V(r) [e.g. , by including a.rbitrary (23) C. Matrix elements
Once the model initial potential V'"'(r) and the expansion basis set are defined, the usual linearvariation secular matrix forms for the correlation part and avoiding linearization of F"(p'"'(r))and F""(p'"'(r)), etc. ] and the 4 (k, r) (e.g. , by allowing for nonanalytic and possible off-center basis functions) one has to have a general form-independent algorithm for calculating the three-dimensional multicenter integra. ls appearing in Eqs. (22) and (23) .
Figures (1) and (2) 
The convergence properties of this scheme has been subject to numerous discussions in the literature" and will not be repeated here. With were required to achieve an over-all 1-3-mRy convergence in the region below eF+ 15 eV. The convergence of the total energy and the Compton profile is somewhat slower. and will be discussed later.
The direct integration of Eqs. (22) and (23) avoids HC"(k,r) = V(F)C""(k, r)+ T4 (k, r) = [Ve'"gc(P)+ V, '"'(r)+ V'""gc(r)+V'""'"(r)]4", (k, r) 
where (d~(k ) [ Fig. 5 'Reference (11).
Reference (12a). ' Minimal numeric set of is, 2s, and 2p.
Same as e plus 3s, 3p, and 3d Slater orbitals. cular, when &p(r) is non-negligible the SC cycle can converge to an arbitra. ry limit. "
C. Full self-consistency
The procedure used to obtain FSC is based on the properties of the residual density b p(F) as obtained at the convergence limit of the CCS, namely: (i) 4p(r) is constructed to integrate exactly to zero over the unit-ceil volume; (ii) ithasa rather smallnumerical value over the unit cell space due to the use of a leastsquares minimization in the CCSC; (iii) It is a rather smooth function of space. More specifically, both the characteristic cusps at the position of the nuclei and the steep variation near the core regions characterizing the full charge density [and the unoptimized 4p(r)] are completely eliminated by carrying stage 1 in SC successfully to convergence. (iv) It has the full symmetry of the crystal These .properties suggest that 4p(r) would lend itself to a rapidly convergent Fourierseries representation.
Fourier components of 4p(r) are determined for a list of RLV (K, 's) shorter than some prescribed length, using a, direct three-dimensional integration over the unit cell (uc):
The sum over the RLV is expected to converge rapidly due both to the smooth form of np(r) and to the K, ' fa,ctor. The exchange and correlation potentials used in the iteration cycle are simply constructed in real sPace using the full density p,~(r) and the functional in Eqs. (8) and (7) thus avoiding the difficulties encountered in Fourier expanding these nonlinear functions. "" The solution to the band problem is now repeated with the refined potential using the fixed numerical basis set and Va"" 'c+ V~ac(r) ' '" Nat- urally, the key problem in obtaining a good BZ average of a wave-vector-dependent property is its degree of dispersion. Figure 5 showed that the Mulliken and Lowdin orbital populations derived from the charge density have a remarkably low dispersion even in a wide-band material like diamond. Table I shows the BZ average of these orbital charges as calculated by the 4, 6, 10, and 19 special k points used in our SC cycle to determine the crystal density, together with an accurate determination of those quantities calculated by using a numerical integration of the orbital charge dispersion curves of Fig. 5 . It is seen that a 6-k-point integration scheme is already capable of producing extremely accurate results for these averages. Figure 6 shows the total ground-state and V"(r) and V""(r) are given by Eqs. (6) and ('1) . The total potential energy is given by The wave functions, charge density, and potential are used at the end of the SC cycles to compute the total ground-state energy and the x-ray scattering factors. We outline here briefly the computational schemes used to calculate these observable s.
1. Total energy. The total ground-state energy is computed for a fixed set of nuclear coordinates and lattice vectors from Eq. (4). Using the fact that the band eigenvectors t/r(k, r) , are solutions of our one-particle equation, the kinetic energy is given by z", = F~, (%) -f p, "( l I ('". td+ ('. . ((~-' , (', ( ( pE=& p,~r V", r +V"r dr+ & p, r V", r dr+V""+ p, r V"r+V""r dr.
(A4)
In this form, the divergences in the individual terms are grouped to yield the three finite terms in (A4), each linear in N, so that a total energy per unit cell can be defined. The first two terms in (A4) represent the total electrostatic energy while the last term is the total exchange and correlation energy. When the total electrostatic energy in Eq. (A4) is rearranged, one obtains the expression E""=z p,~r V", r +V"r dr+g Z V", a +V"a a=1 (A5) where the "vacancy potential" V,~(n) is defined as the total electrostatic potential at the 0.th site due to all charges except those of the ath site itself, and V" (a) 
